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Abstra t: An automotive middleware layer masks the heterogeneity of platforms,
and provides high level

ommuni ation servi es to appli ative tasks. In addition,

this layer is a software ar hite ture, shared between

ar makers and third-part

suppliers, ensuring the portability and interoperability of the appli ative tasks. In
this study, a method aiming at developing the middleware's software ar hite ture,
and obtaining a set of tasks well

hara terized representing the middleware's

implementation, is presented. This ar hite ture is built with a set of design
patterns, and identies a set of middleware tasks whose

hara teristi s allow the

exe ution of an algorithm trying to determine a feasible priority allo ation for the
set of appli ative and middleware tasks.
Keywords: Design Patterns, S aling, Embedded Systems, Real-Time Middleware.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sin e

ar makers pur hase

omponents developed

by third-part suppliers, this middleware layer beomes a software ar hite ture, shared between

Context of the study.

these a tors, whi h ensures the portability and
On ea h node of an in-

the interoperability of the appli ative level

ode.

vehi le network, a set of appli ative tasks ex-

Moreover, the exe ution of the

e ute

ontrol algorithms. Automotive fun tions

servi es provided by the middleware interferes

may be performed by several distributed appli a-

with the tasks running in a node, and hen e,

tive tasks, and thus, these tasks
produ ing and

ommuni ate by

onsuming signals (e.g. the number

of RPM of the engine) that are sent over the net-

ommuni ation

in reases the probability of the timing

onstraint,

named relative deadline, asso iated to the exe ution of appli ative tasks not being met.

work. On ea h node, the goal of a middleware layer
is, on the one hand, to mask the heterogeneity
of

ommuni ation platforms. On the other hand,

to oer

ommuni ation servi es independent of

Problem denition.

The problem fa ed by

ar

makers and third-part suppliers is, on the one

appli ative tasks lo ation, and other more spe ial-

hand, the development of a middleware's software

ized su h as diagnosti

ar hite ture that improves the maintenan e and

modules or I/O abstra -

tion. In this study, the emphasis is given on the
following set of

ommuni ation servi es: sending

of produ ed signals, and re eption of signals to be
onsumed.

the reusability of the software

omponents, and

an be easily do umented. Note that if these

har-

a teristi s are a hieved, the middleware's software
is easily ex hanged between

ar makers and third-

part suppliers, and

an be adapted to dierent

ar makers needs. On the other hand, there is a
problem of starting from this software ar hite -

for an algorithm that tries to

al ulate a priority

allo ation allowing the respe t of the tasks relative
deadline.

ture, and obtaining a middleware's implementation that allows to verify that the relative deadline
imposed on the exe ution of tasks is respe ted.

Previous work.

To our best knowledge, design

et al. 1995, Bus hmann et
et al. 2000) have not been yet

patterns (Gamma

al.

Goal of the study.

The obje tive of this paper

1996, S hmidt

applied in the automotive systems development,

is illustrated in gure 1. Pre isely, it presents a

but some work exists

method aiming at developing the middleware's

to the design of a real-time middleware, TAO

on erning their appli ation

har-

(The ACE ORB (S hmidt and Cleeland 1999)).

a terized tasks representing the middleware's im-

This middleware, spe ied using patterns, oers

software ar hite ture, and obtaining a set of
plementation. The software ar hite ture is

om-

•

a

lass diagram built from a set of design patode sequen es ex-

terns, whi h spe ies the
e uted to a

omplish the middleware's

om-

muni ation servi es, and

•

a set of tasks

apable of exe uting on the

OSEK/VDX Operating System (OSEK/VDX
OS

servi es for appli ations with real-time QoS requirements like video-on-demand or tele onferen -

posed of:

(OSEK

be oming

Consortium

the

standard

2005)),

whi h

operating

is

system

for event-triggered automotive appli ations.

ing. However, it is designed to be dynami ally ongurable, and due to its resour es

onsumption, is

not a feasible solution in the automotive systems
ontext, where the

osts pressure is very strong.

Moreover, there is no identi ation of the tasks
that will a tually implement TAO in the system.
The

onstru tion of a

onguration of in-vehi le

et
al. 2003, Saket and Navet 2003). These proposed

network frames has been studied in (Marques

These tasks are identied using a strategy

algorithms

onstru t a set of frames, su h that,

whose

the timing

onstraints asso iated to the signals

riterion is adapted to the properties

of OSEK/VDX OS, and implement the se-

are met, and the bandwidth

quen es of

imized. However, these studies do not deal with

ode identied in the

lass dia-

onsumption is min-

the development of a middleware

gram.

apable of per-

forming the transmission and re eption of these

Communication Services Catalogue of Strategies for the Identification Specification of the
offered by the Middleware Design Patterns of the Middleware Tasks
OSEK/VDX OS

Identification of Middleware
Tasks adapted to OSEK/VDX OS

Choice / Composition
of Patterns

Organization of the study.

Set of Tasks

The reminder of this

paper is organized as follows: se tion 2 explains
how the

MIDDLEWARE’S
SOFTWARE
ARCHITECTURE

Class Diagram

frames.

lass diagram of the middleware's soft-

ware ar hite ture is obtained, and parti ularly,
lists the set of used design patterns. Se tion 3

Characteristics of
the Network Frames

Characterization of
the Middleware Tasks

introdu es the strategy allowing the identi ation
of a set of middleware tasks able to exe ute on
top of the OSEK/VDX OS, and whose task model

SET OF CHARACTERIZED TASKS
(input data for an algorithm calculating
a FEASIBLE priority allocation for the tasks)
Figure

1.

Obje tives

(represented

by

permits the

al ulation of their interferen e on

appli ative tasks.

dashed

boxes) of this study. The steps and the inter-

2. CLASS DIAGRAM OF THE SOFTWARE

mediary results are illustrated by re tangles

ARCHITECTURE OF THE MIDDLEWARE

with and without rounded

orners respe A usual method for the design of software ar hi-

tively.

te tures is based on UML (OMG 2004). In parTo obtain a set of middleware

hara terized tasks

ti ular, the identi ation of the stru tural

( hara teristi s like the exe ution time and the

nents of the ar hite ture

ompo-

an be a hieved through

a tivation period), we use the parameters of the

the use of

frames transmitted over the network. From these

example). For this purpose, we propose a method

lass diagrams (see gure 2 for an

parameters (signals

omposing ea h frame and

based on design patterns, whose stru tural repre-

their emission period) we derive the work and

sentation is done using this kind of diagram. We

the a tivation rates of the middleware tasks. From

therefore present, on the one hand, the benets

this point, one is able to quantify the interferen e

of using design patterns for the development of

of middleware tasks, and the entire set of tasks

the middleware's software ar hite ture, and, on

(appli ative and middleware) form the input data

the other hand, the

lass diagram identifying the

omponents of the ar hite ture, as well as, the

Ad-

illustrated by a set of adapter

MOST

design patterns used to a hieve it.

and

AdCAN ), whi

lasses (

h adjust the inter-

fa e of in-vehi le networks (MOST (MOST
Cooperation 2004) and CAN (ISO 1994) in

2.1 Benets of using design patterns

this

et al. 1995, Bus hmann
et al. 2000) identies the

A design pattern (Gamma

et al.

1996, S hmidt

dle the heterogeneity of

lasses and obje ts,

design problems arising in a

ertain

lass, named

existing systems by

ni ation network.

•

Observer

et al.

(Gamma

1995): it should

be used when an obje t must notify other

reating a pattern language.

obje ts without making assumptions about

Numerous problems are addressed by design pat-

whi h these obje ts are. This pattern

terns: stru tural (ar hite ture and organization of

reates

a loose dependen y between obje ts, su h

lasses), behavioral (event-handling, syn hronization,

Core, to be developed and mod-

ied independently of the underlying ommu-

ontext, to

to improve the do umentation and maintenan e of

ommuni ation plat-

forms, and allows the middleware's main

their roles, and relations. The goal is to solve
make these designs more exible and reusable, and

Comm.

lass

This pattern helps the middleware to han-

main aspe ts of a given obje t-oriented design
stru ture: the parti ipating

ase) to a standard set of network ser-

vi es dened in the abstra t

that, when the state of an obje t

on urren y), et .

hanges,

all its dependents (or observers) are immediately notied. It is represented in gure 2,

In-vehi le embedded software, and parti ularly

lasses

Core

rstly, by

of patterns: in reased reusability and improved

be immediately notied when a new frame

Comm

and

Comm

the middleware, should take advantage of the use
maintenan e of software e ient solutions in order

arrives ( lass

to better rea t to the demands of new automo-

or is ready to be sent ( lass

tive fun tions. Moreover, design patterns are a

tify
lass

good solution to provide portability and interop-

typi al of a multi-task

ontext:

(both

ru ial issues

Core

lass

lasses

Core

and

lass must implement

Comm

are observer

and observed). This pattern permits

on urren y and

Core

syn hronization.

Core )

must no-

lass Comm ). Se ondly, by the abstra t
SubjObs dening the interfa e that ea h

observer and observed

erability between separately developed software
omponents, whi h are fa ed with

must notify

that must

and

Comm

lasses

to evolve independently

without hindering the possibility of passing

2.2 Design patterns for the software ar hite ture
The

lass diagram representing the software

data between them.

•

om-

allow an obje t to e iently demultiplex the

ponents of the middleware is shown in gure 2. It
is

omposed of the set of

responses of asyn hronous servi es invoked

lasses that parti ipate

on other obje ts. For that, when an asyn hro-

in the design patterns used to build the software

nous servi e is invoked, the invoker passes

ar hite ture of the middleware. In order to obtain
this

a token (under the form of an obje t)

lass diagram from the set of design patterns,

a  omposition a tivity is needed. Note that there

tion responsible for pro essing the servi e's
response. When the servi e terminates, the

omplish this a tivity. Following an intuitive

response

rule, we sele ted in the stru tural des ription of
ea h design pattern, the

lass termed

in gure 2. Obviously, the role of this

lass

ontext, this pattern lets

Core

mission

lass is

Adapter

the used

allows

lasses to

et al.

an adapter

ontributes to the

lasses and still allowing

an e ient ex hange of data.

lass that makes the translation

ompatible one. In gure 2, this pattern is

reation of a loose oupling

between middleware

lasses, and of

between the standard interfa e and the in-

an still be used with the purpose

between these two a tors. Hen e, this pattern

om-

posed of an abstra t lass dening a standard
lient

in gure 2). If

of en apsulating the information ex hanged

ooperate together when

interfa e to be used by

Comm

ommuni ation platform does not

annot be implemented as asyn hronous, the
pattern

1995): this pattern

their interfa es are in ompatible. It is

(see g-

provide this type of event, or the servi e

ontext, are introdu ed:

(Gamma

Core

ompletion events dispat hed by the

network adapter ( lass

the used patterns, as well as their appli ation to

•

lass

ure 2) e iently manage the frame trans-

dierent in ea h design pattern. In the following,
the middleware's

an identify the fun tion that

will pro ess the response. In the middleware's

is present in ea h used design pattern, and hen e,
we merged them in a unique

ontains the token and thus, the

invoker obje t

lass that represents the

ore fun tionality of the middleware. Su h a

on-

taining information that identies the fun -

is, for the present, no formal te hnique allowing
to a

Asyn hronous Completion Token (S hmidt
et al. 2000): the purpose of this pattern is to

•

Integrated S heduler, variant of the A tive
Obje t (S hmidt et al. 2000): this pattern

Figure 2. UML

lass diagram representing the software spe i ation of the middleware. The

lasses are

the a tors of the used design patterns
addresses a

on urren y aspe t by de ou-

pling the servi e invo ation (o

instants when these frames must be trans-

urring in the

mitted. Some frame pa king algorithms ex-

lient's task) from the servi e exe ution (hap-

ist applying optimization strategies aiming

pening in a separate task). In the middle-

at, for example, minimizing the bandwidth

ware's
is

lass diagram of gure 2 the pattern

onsumption (Marques

omposed of:

·

a servi e provider represented by

·

a servi e requests re eiver spe ied by

Core,
lass

S heduler

that denes the

lass

ommu-

ni ation interfa e provided by the mid-

3. IDENTIFICATION AND

dleware, and

·

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE

a servi e requests repository depi ted
by

lass

Signal,

onsumed.

S heduler is exe uted in appli ative tasks, lass Core is ran in a separate
set of tasks, and lass Signal represents a
lass

shared memory area. Therefore, the

ommu-

ni ation servi es provided by the middleware
are exe uted asyn hronously from appli ative tasks. The main

onsequen e is that the

fun tionalities exe uted by the tasks running
lass
hand,

Core

simply be ome to, one the one

onstru t and send frames

ontaining

the produ ed signals, and, on the other hand,
re eive and handle the frames
signals to be lo ally

MIDDLEWARE TASKS

where appli ative tasks

store the produ ed signals and retrieve
the signals to be

While

et al. 2003, Saket and

Navet 2003).

arrying the

onsumed.

From the software ar hite ture presented in se tion 2, one

an determine the sequen es of

ode

that implement the servi es of the middleware,
and
to a

an

on lude that the fun tionalities allowing

omplish these servi es are exe uted by a set

of tasks. The next logi al step is to identify this
set, as well as to spe ify the sequen e of

ode

that will be exe uted by ea h task. Moreover,
the identied tasks must be able to run on the
OSEK/VDX OS, and must be hara terized (a tivation period, exe ution time, ...) in order to allow
the exe ution of an algorithm for the

al ulation

of a feasible priority allo ation for the entire set
of tasks (appli ative and middleware).

Moreover, the fa t that the produ tion of

This se tion begins with the presentation of the

signals (performed by appli ative tasks) and

a tivation me hanisms that trigger the exe ution

their transmission is

arried out by dierent

of the middleware fun tionalities, followed by a set

tasks, has the advantage of allowing the mid-

of strategies appli able in this

dleware to send several signals in ea h frame.

on the a tivation events (instan es of the a ti-

For this purpose, a frame pa king algorithm
an be used to determine a

onguration

ontaining information like the distribution
of the signals among the frames, and the

ontext and based

vation me hanisms) handled by the middleware.
Next, the

hosen strategy is introdu ed, the te h-

nique used to retrieve the

ode sequen e exe uted

by ea h task is given, and nally, a dis ussion of
the

hosen strategy is shown.

3.1 A tivation me hanisms triggering the fun tionalities
of the middleware

ontroller interrupts. The amount of middleware tasks is dependent on the dierent types
of a tivation events. In this

The two fun tionalities that the set of middleware tasks must perform are the

onstru tion

ase, there are

only two types and thus, two tasks.
(3)

and sending, and the re eption and handling of

one task for ea h purpose :

one example of

purpose in the middleware's ontext is the set

frames. Sin e these fun tionalities are exe uted

of signals that the nodes ex hange for opera-

asyn hronously from appli ative tasks (see se -

tion mode management (e.g. Pre-Run-Mode

tion 2.2), the tasks supporting their exe ution

for node testing and network initialization,

need a tivation me hanisms that

an be provided

Run-Mode for full fun tionality of the in-

by the OS. OSEK/VDX OS oers dierent means,

vehi le system, ...). For instan e, one task an

and among them, we keep the following: hardware

be periodi ally a tivated by a

interrupts, and timing alarms.

alarm in order to send a frame

The fun tionality responsible for the

the signal indi ating the

onstru -

ally a

ording to the frame pa king

through a

y li

the arrival of the frame

ongura-

depends then on the purpose of the signals.

the fun tionality re eiving and handling frames
y li

timing alarm
ontroller inter-

aused by

arrying the signal

middleware tasks identied by this strategy

timing alarm. The exe ution of

an be either triggered by a

urrent mode, and

informing on the new mode. The number of

an be e iently a tivated

(polling period), or by a network

timing

ontaining

an be a tivated by an interrupt

tion and sending of frames is exe uted periodition. This fun tionality

y li

3.3 Chosen strategy

rupt. The former a tivation me hanism degrades
the middleware's performan e by in reasing the

The spe i ation of the OSEK/VDX OS advises,

time delay between the arrival of the frame and

a

its handling. Thus, in this study, we

to 8 or 16 the number of priorities and the number

onsider the

time-triggered :

lass, to limit

queue). Otherwise, the portability of the software
OSEK/VDX OS

ing alarms for the periodi

tim-

omponents is not assured. From this limitation,

a tivation of the

one must minimize the amount of middleware

fun tionality responsible for the

y li

onstru tion

and transmission of frames, and

•

onforman e

of tasks (the one exe uting plus those in the ready

following types of a tivation events:

•

ording to the used

event-triggered : network
indi ating the sporadi

ber of appli ative tasks. One

ontroller interrupts

arrival of frames, and

triggering the fun tionality in

tasks, allowing the exe ution of a maximum num-

harge of re-

eiving and handling those frames.

an therefore ex lude

the utilization of the strategies 1 and 3. The
hosen strategy is the one that assigns one task
to ea h dierent type of a tivation events. There
is then one task responsible for the
and sending of frames, a tivated by

3.2 Dierent strategies for the identi ation of
middleware tasks

alarms, and another in

onstru tion
y li

timing

harge of handling the

newly arrived frames, triggered by network

on-

troller interrupts.

We have spe ied above the a tivation me ha-

Note that from this point, a feasible priority

nisms for ea h fun tionality. The problem now is

allo ation for the entire set of tasks (appli a-

to determine how many tasks have to be identied

tive and middleware) has to be determined. This

a

ording to the set of a tivation events. From the

work of (Douglass 1999) and (Saksena
one

an

et al. 2000),

onstru t a list of strategies based on

an be a hieved with the optimal Audsley algorithm (Audsley 1991): we re all that if a solution
exists then it will ne essarily be found. The feasi-

the set of a tivation events and appli able in the

bility test must however

middleware's

response time of the middleware tasks. To perform

(1)

ontext:

one task for ea h event : this strategy assigns
one task for ea h frame that is re eived (if
for ea h dierent frame there is a dierent
interrupt), and for ea h

(2)

y li

timing alarm

al ulate the worst- ase

this al ulation, the hara teristi s of the tasks are
needed.

3.3.1. Chara teristi s of the task handling frames

(assuming an alarm for ea h dierent frame

In OSEK/ VDX OS, this task would be most

emission period). The number of middleware

e iently implemented as an interrupt servi e

tasks depends on the number of dierent

routine (ISR) a tivated by network

frames that are re eived, and on the number

terrupts, de reasing even more the number of

of distin t transmission periods.

tasks ne essary to implement the middleware. In

one task for ea h type of event : this strategy
identies one task to handle all

y li

ontroller in-

this OS, the ISRs have a higher priority than any

timing

other regular task, hen e, it is not ne essary to

alarms, and one task to manage all network

determine its priority. To quantify its interferen e

on other tasks, one needs to

cφ i =

time and a tivation period. These values depend

On both event-triggered and time-triggered types
of any two frames is not

onstant. The ISR is thus

onsidered as sporadi

(Liu and Layland 1973,

Mok 1983), and its a tivation period is set to the
smallest value possible in its

ontext. In a event-

triggered network, the a tivation period of the
ISR is equal to the time needed to transmit the
smallest frame that is re eived. Note that in this
ase, this estimation is very pessimisti . In a timetriggered

ontext, the a tivation period is equal

to smallest time interval between the emission of
two frames re eived by the ISR. In both

ases, the

exe ution time is assigned to the time ne essary
to handle the largest frame re eived. The worstase response time

al ulation for this type of task

model is detailed in (Tindell 1992).

3.3.2. Chara teristi s of the task sending frames

Qfi,k

{k | a·Tφ mod Tfi,k =0}

on the type of the underlying network.

of networks, the time interval between the arrival

X

(a)

al ulate its exe ution

•

if

one

of

the

several

exe ution

times

is

greater than the relative deadline, then one
an try to over ome this problem by implementing this task as generalized multiframe (GMF) (Baruah

et al.

1999). Again,

we assume that the rst emission request
of all frames is issued by the rst instan e
of the task. The main dieren e from the
multiframe task model is that the a tivation period and relative deadline also beomposed of N elements.
(N −1)
(0) (1)
We have then Tφi = (tφ , tφ , ..., tφ
)
i
i
i
(N
−1)
(1)
(0)
¯
¯
¯
). To deterand D̄φi = (dφ , dφ , ..., dφ
i
i
i
mine the worst- ase response time of GMF
ome a ve tor

tasks one

an use the algorithm presented in

(Takada and Sakamura 1997).
From the same set Qi = {(Qfi,1 , Tfi,1 ), ...,
(Qfi,k , Tfi,k )} (see the onguration of a mul-

Being responsible for the transmission of frames,

tiframe task), one

the

a tivation periods (and relative deadlines) of

hara teristi s of this task depend on the

frame pa king
mit

onguration. The frames to trans-

φi

a GMF task

an however be assigned a dierent emission

onstru ts the ve tor of

as follows:

(0)

tφi = min(Tfi,1 , ..., Tfi,k ),

period, and therefore, the a tivation rate of the
task is obliged to respe t all those periods. Consequently, we

annot use the usual task model

where tasks have a unique a tivation period and

(j+1)

= min∀k (a · Tfi,k −

tφ i

j
X
l=0

exe ution time (Liu and Layland 1973). We have
to study extended models as multiframe (Mok and
Chen 1996) and generalized multiframe (GMF)
(Baruah

•

a = min{i ∈ N+ | i · Tfi,k >

et al. 1999):

of all frames is issued by the rst instan e of
the task, the multiframe task model

This ve tor is built until the following

X

an be

φi is hara terized
by a set Cφi omposed of N exe ution times
(N −1)
(1)
(0)
su h that Cφi = (cφ , cφ , ..., cφ
), and
i
i
i
by a unique a tivation period Tφi and relative deadline D̄φi . The worst- ase response

(j)

tφ i = l

m(Tfi,1 ,

For the ve tor of exe ution times one a ts
in the following way:

(0)

cφ i =

X

(j+1)

frame

one derives the

pa king

onguration,

cφ i

X

=
{k |

hara teristi s of a multi-

φi as follows. Let the set Qi =
{(Qfi,1 , Tfi,1 ), ..., (Qfi,k , Tfi,k )} where Qfi,k

Qfi,k ,

k

task model was introdu ed in (Takada and
Sakamura 1997).

..., Tfi,k )

j

al ulation method for this type of

the

(l)

tφ i }

expression be omes true:

used. A multiframe task

From

j
X
l=0

if one assumes that the rst emission request

time

(l)

tφi ),

j
P

Qfi,k

(l)

tφ mod Tfi,k =0}
i

l=0

frame task

Furthermore, sin e GMF tasks do not have

is the time needed to

onstru t and request

a unique a tivation period, their implemen-

transmission of frame

fi,k ,

is the

tation on top of OSEK/VDX OS is not triv-

transmission period of the frame. The a -

ial. Appendix A illustrates the problem and

and

Tfi,k

tivation period and relative deadline,
and

D̄φi ,

are simply g d(Tfi,1 ,

ea h a tivation during the
riod, l m(Tfi,1 ,

..., Tfi,k ),

..., Tfi,k ).

rst

T φi
For

hyperpe-

one determines the

frames that are to be sent and, thus, the set
of exe ution times for

∀0 ≤ a ≤ l

φi :

m(Tfi,1 ,

..., Tfi,k )/Tφi − 1,

proposes a solution.
If however one of the exe ution times is still
greater than its

orresponding relative deadline,

the solution is to split the work in two tasks
(either multiframe or GMF). One task, having
a higher priority, would be responsible for the
transmission of the frames with smaller deadline,

while the other task would be in

harge of sending

CONCLUSION

the frames with larger deadline. This solution
splits the work among two tasks, and in reases

This study proposes a method for the develop-

the probability of respe t of frames deadline, by

ment of the software ar hite ture of an in-vehi le

delegating the transmission of those with a stri ter
timing

onstraint to the higher priority task.

ommuni ation middleware. It presents a

lass

diagram built from a set of design patterns, and
introdu es a strategy for the identi ation of a set

3.4 Generation of the ode exe uted by the tasks
The sequen e of

ode that ea h task must exe ute

ontributes for the task's exe ution time. Re all
that one must well hara terize ea h task, in order
to allow the Audsley algorithm to determine the
worst- ase response time of ea h task when trying
to

al ulate a feasible priority allo ation. The

ode exe uted by ea h task is then retrieved by
simulating the triggering of a network

ontroller

interrupt and a timing alarm, and performing a
run-to- ompletion through the set of

lasses. This

pro edure identies the set of obje ts ne essary to
instantiate in ea h task.

of middleware tasks adapted to the

hara teristi s

of the OSEK/VDX Operating System.
The proposed ar hite ture implements

ommu-

ni ation servi es provided to appli ative tasks,
masks the heterogeneity of in-vehi le networks,
and spe ially, benets from the advantages of
using design patterns: in reased reusability, improved maintenan e and evolution, and easier
do umentation. The identied tasks a
the middleware's

omplish

ommuni ation servi es, and are

hara terized in order to allow one to run the
Audsley algorithm, aiming at determining a set of
priorities that permits the respe t of the relative
deadline of appli ative and middleware tasks.
Future work

onsists of the denition of an im-

proved frame pa king algorithm that tries to build

3.5 Dis ussion of the proposed strategy

the set of network frames and the priority allo ation for the tasks of ea h node, su h that,

This strategy based on the type of the a tivation

the timing

events, is, in our opinion, the more suited to

ware tasks, and signals are met. The goal is to

identify a set of tasks adapted to the middleware's
ontext. The reasons justifying this

•

hoi e are:

onstraints of appli ative and middle-

implement the middleware's software ar hite ture
presented in this study, and to be able to generate
its

onguration, and the one of OSEK/VDX OS,

the minimization of the number of middle-

in

onformity with a given set of

ware tasks. This feature is important be-

appli ative tasks and signals.

hara terized

ause OSEK/VDX OS spe ies a maximum
number of tasks in order to guarantee the
portability of the software

•

omponents;

if new frames with dierent transmission periods must be sent, the
middleware tasks

hara teristi s of the

hange but not their task

model. Nevertheless, the amount of tasks
may in rease if one of the exe ution times of
the multiframe or GMF task is greater than
the relative deadline (see se tion 3.3.2);

•

if a new servi e is in luded in the middleware,
these two tasks are

apable of exe uting it if

its a tivation events depend on interrupts or
timing alarms.
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